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orporate reputation historically Is seen as either the
product of prudent financial rlsk management or
a matter of brand management by marketing and
communications teams. These worlds rarely meet.
yet both consider themselves the guardians of a
brand's reputation. Moreover. when operating within their own
silos they often neglect other touchpoints that define reputation.
from supply chain Issues to operations to customer experience
(CX) management.
One of the lessons that came out of the financial crisis. as well as
the continuing series of corporate crises we have seen worldwide.
Do you think the management of
financial risk ls becoming more hollsUc
in its approach and takes a more
enterprise-wide perspecUve?
CHRIS NILES: Financial stability is part of what
customers want to see at the heart of any brand,
whether a tech company, law firm or bank. If
you're not a strong, viable business, people will
shy away from doing business with you. The
reality is that, for a long time, most financial
managers and companies hadn't fully appreciated
the implication of how a changing reputation
at the margin would influence future customer
buying behavior in real and tangible ways. There
was a lack of appreciation of that linkage.
For example, prior to the financial crisis, banks
had plans to address both the ratings agencies
as a reputation challenge and how regulators
maintain confidence in the bank; however we
didn't have a plan to proactively market our
strong reputation to wider sets of stakeholders,
like our customers. There can be real
consequences to neglecting public perception.
Thankfully, we haven't had a material event that
has caused brand repercussions, but we are very
aware of the challenges at the largest banks that

ls these blinders are dangerously narrow. as they discourage even
boards and C-sultes from taking a hollstlc view of reputation. They
can also breed over-confidence. even when companies think they
are being prudent.
But best practice companies now embrace a wider view of man
aging reputatlonal risk in a proactive manner that builds business
value. promotes brands and mitigates risk.
This llvely discussion brought together leading companies In the
Dallas-Fort Worth market that take exactly this kind of approach
towards best practice risk management and best practice marketing
and communications.

have had tremendous customer impact.
SHELLEY WHIDDON: There are a couple of
key drivers of why companies are managing
reputational risk, aside from traditional financial
risk management. One is erosion of trust.
Whether it is political leaders, global business
leaders or professional athletes, the reputational
damage from bad behaviors or malfeasance
adversely impacts reputation. Understandably,
consumers and other stakeholders are ever-more
dubious. Because of that, you have growing
expectations from stakeholders to be even more
transparent about your company's operations.
Today, people want to know your brand
or company's values and how you live them.
What do you stand for regarding corporate
social responsibility? What is your take on
the environment? It goes beyond financial
performance. We now live in a reputation
economy. You have to make sure that you're
connected with your risk managers. It keeps us on
our toes.
Beyond managing financial risk ls the
dimension of operaUonal risk. Casey,
from your perspecUve, I am sure the

sheer scale of operaUons at DFW drives
Its own reputaUonal conslderaUons.
Is there a reputaUon pbllosophy that
drlvesDFW?
CASEY NORTON: One of the incredibly
beneficial parts of working at DFW is that the
entire organization recognizes the value of
corporate communications and public affairs,
because everything is so visible.
From an operational perspective, we drill on
a regular basis to talk about how we prepare for
events, as common as winter weather. Audiences
for us include customers going in and out,
the airlines, the FAA and various government
agencies, and many others partners In North
Texas.
It's a highly visible role on the operations side
of things, but more broadly there is the wider
reputation of DFW International Airport as the
front door for international business travelers.
As the region looks to lure Amazon and other
corporate headquarters, issues include not only
accessibility but our overall customer experience.
Corporate communications has invested
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